SELFIE MARKETING AND CUSTOMER LOYALTY: MEDIATING ROLE OF EXPERIENTIAL SHOPPING
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Abstract: The increasing growth of modern food stalls showed a change in the behavior of consumers, especially for teenagers to fulfill the needs of a representative place to increase social activity. The purpose of this study is to analyze the effect of selfie marketing and customer loyalty with experiential shopping as a mediating role. The authors seek to understand how this selfie marketing to determine the customer loyalty of modern food stalls customer through experiential shopping. Design research using quantitative methods with the approach of the survey. Sample consumer research is the modern method of stalls that add up to 150 people. Sampling method using judgement sampling. The tools of data analysis using the method PLS. Finding suggests that experiential shopping has a significant effect on selfie marketing and experiential shopping and selfie marketing affects customer loyalty on modern food stalls.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern food stalls are now widely found in big cities that offer a relatively affordable menu with a unique, modern and comfortable concept. Consumers come to modern food stalls not only because of the desire to eat and drink but the need to socialize with colleagues, friends, and family. In recent years, a number of theme restaurants have established in many countries in the world. Keen competition exists for this type of restaurants. Heung (2007) observed that customers who visit this type of modern restaurant seem not only to enjoy their food but also to enjoy their environment. Little is known about what customers expect and how they select this type of modern restaurant. The increasing growth of modern stalls in the city of Jambi showed that a change in the behavior of consumers, especially the millennium generation in meeting the needs of representative places to increase their social activities. The experience gained through this socialization activity becomes very important when information can be shared to various social media so that it becomes the consumption of many people. Experiential is an approach to provide information that is more than just information about a product or service by creating a holistic experience for consumers.
Customer experience is also acknowledged as a dominant objective for organizational strategy, affecting sustainable differentiation from competition. Customer experiences do not only differentiate the company from its competitors but also create loyal customers that spread positive word of mouth. The main focus of an experiential is on the five senses, influences, actions and relationships. The five senses that are the entrance to person must be stimulated correctly. Experiences are memorable (Pine & Gilmore, 1999; Cetin et al, 2014). Similarly, one can analyze the characteristics of a product from three different perspectives: (1) the technical characteristics are those about the physical product, (2) service characteristics, and (3) experience characteristics are about what is sensed and remembered. The shared characteristic of a positive customer experience is that it is unique, distinct from regular, memorable, and positive word of mouth.

The development of social media is inseparable from the development of smartphones. By the end of 2014, the development of smartphone customers had increased by 20% with the most rapid developments in China, India, Indonesia, Brazil and Russia which were estimated to make 93 million selfie every day (Gartner in Senft and Baym, 2015). The phenomenon of selfie is now the latest topic for marketers so that they can contribute to the market. Marketers who understand consumer behavior can create effective marketing strategies and can maintain business continuity in the long term (Author, 2017). Everyone has the chance to talk freely about anything they like. Also it is filled with frames of life so brand awareness activities carried out through social mediums seem more sincere.

Kotler and Keller (2011) reported that customer loyalty does not form in a short period of time but through the learning process and based on the results of the consumer's own experience of purchasing is consistent all the time. Just a touch of real life. Social media is considered as a digital media with a high potential for marketing activities and get attention from consumers. Social media is freedom, sincerity, entertainment and low costs (Cizmerci and Ercan, 2015). The quality and range or type of modern food stall are key determinants in consumer loyalty, but that the concept of quality of food offers a range of interpretations and thus requires more careful investigation. Additionally, the concept of the “meal experience” as a holistic abstraction in the consumer’s mind is called into question as a consequence of the analysis (Clark and Wood, 2009). Tangible rather than intangible factors are identified as being of greater importance in consumer loyalty.

Bowden (2009) researched that customer satisfaction paradigm as the most effective method with which to evaluate service experiences at the expense of other relational mediators such as involvement, calculative commitment, affective commitment, and trust. A phenomenological investigation into the process of customer engagement, as revealed through customers' restaurant dining experience. Kim and Stepchenkova (2017) found that positive emotions are affected by the escapism and customer ROI dimensions of the experiential value but not by atmosphere or service excellence dimensions of the modern restaurant. While this result might seem counter-intuitive toward our research. Indonesian customers tend to perceive modern restaurants of Western brands as more upscale restaurants compared to traditional Indonesia restaurants. This researched is try to explaining customer loyalty with mediating role of experience shopping for customer of modern food stalls and restaurant.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Selfie Marketing

The Oxford Dictionary officially defines the selfie as a photograph that one has taken of oneself, usually with a webcam or smart phone. The concept of a selfie is simple: a consumer takes a photo or video of himself or herself, shares it through social media and, then, waits for feedback (Fox et al, 2018). Iqani and Schroeder (2015) observed that Selfie invoke important issues in communication, photography, psychology, self-expression, and digital media studies – as they bring up a host of concerns about identity, privacy, security, and surveillance. Weichan and Yang (2016) reviewed that selfie behavior is related to self-respecting behavior (narcissism) and certain individual attitudes in doing selfie also determine the type of indicator for each person's personality and the implications available to marketers. The selfie effect is a catalyst for commercial pressure (Berg, 2017). The overt meaning of sharing selfie is to connect socially, confirming friendship. Fox et al (2018) investigated many informants emphasized precisely how customer preferences were influenced by those of their peers or colleague rather than ads.

Assumptions about selfie marketing still require empirical data that supports before marketer corporate selfish behavior and consider that it is part of the marketing plan. Wall Street Journal (2014) argued that many companies have developed software to detect selfie behavior as part of marketing data, which is expected to find emotion. consumer. Furthermore, the phenomenon of self is now the latest topic for marketers so that it can contribute to marketers and customers themselves.

Hypothesis 1a: Experiential shopping has a significant effect on selfie marketing.

Hypothesis 1b: The dominant experiential shopping variable influencing selfie marketing variables is store décor.

Experiential Shopping

Schmitt (1999) observed that experience-oriented marketers view consumers both rationally and emotionally as focusing on achieving a pleasant experience. Schmitt further said that the experiential concept is increasingly being used by companies to create experiential connections with their customers. This concept is especially relevant for multinational companies to encourage the formation of global brands. Experiential shopping can be used profitably in many situations including 1. Re-creating a brand that has decreased 2. Differentiating a product from its competitors 3. Creating an image and identity for company 4. Promoting innovation 5. Encouraging trial and purchase most important consumption. Sharma (2011) reviewed that experiential is interpreted as the subject of change in each individual who emphasizes emotions and the five senses when the dimensional process acquires knowledge. The marketing, on the other hand, provides a more objective experience because it expresses ideas that are significantly directly enjoyed based on perceived experience. In its development, marketing management science uses the experience as one of the variables.

Store atmosphere is increasingly becoming an area of interest in Marketing studies. Furthermore, Lang and Hooker (2013) observed that consumer behavior arises from consumer thinking, feelings and responses when shopping. The end result of this shopping behavior is consumer desires and business consequences such as consumption patterns, satisfaction, loyalty, sales, and profits. It became essential to build an environment that can
create a unique customer experiences, creating the link between an experiential view of consumption and the traditional approach to decision making (Farias et al., 2014). The focus of experiential marketing concept on holistic and eclectic experiences that enhance customer’s hedonic consumption. Indeed, this tactic can influence customer within the store shopping behavior due to its multi-sensory aspects, not only accordingly to the number and type of cues, but also based on their combined effect, creating an overall positive impression on consumers in the store.

Hypothesis 2: Variable selfie marketing has a significant effect on consumer loyalty.

**Customer Loyalty**

Maintaining customers is the same as maintaining the survival of the company so that it can increase loyalty. Further indicators of customer loyalty are repeat purchase which is loyalty to product purchases, retention which is resilience to negative influences regarding the company and referrals which is referring to the total firmness of the company (Kotler & Keller, 2011). Consumer loyalty is not formed in a short time but through the learning process and based on the results of the experience of the consumers themselves from consistent purchases over time. If what is already in line with expectations, then the purchase process continues to repeat. It can be said that consumer loyalty has arisen. If from his experience, the consumer does not get a satisfying brand then he will not stop to try other brands until he gets the product or service that meets the criteria. They managed to find that the quality of connectedness which consists of satisfaction, trust and commitment has a positive relationship with loyalty. Customers who are satisfied and loyal (loyal) are an opportunity to get new customers. Maintaining all existing customers will generally be more profitable than customer changes because the cost of attracting new customers can be five times the cost of maintaining an existing customer.

Hypothesis 3: Experiential shopping and selfie marketing affect consumer loyalty

**Research Model**

The authors propose a model that describes the relationship between experiential shopping, selfie marketing and customer loyalty (See Figure 1). In conclusion, the results are discussed along with the theoretical and managerial implications of the findings.

**METHODS**

This research is descriptive quantitative research with a sample survey approach and observation. The survey approach is used to measure existing symptoms and help to compare with predetermined criteria. The number of samples was 150 respondents. Sample was randomly drawn form the population of consumers who visit modern food stalls within the area of a Jambi city in Indonesia. This type of research includes explanatory research. Related
to the research objectives, the analytical tool used is SEM using PLS (partial least square) software. This SEM measurement with Smart PLS uses the outer model and inner model. Evaluation of the measurement model or the outer model is done through Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), by testing the validity by looking at the Loading Factor value, Average Variance Extracted (AVE), Communality, and testing the reliability of the model by looking at the Cronbach's alpha.

RESULTS

An analysis of covariance was conducted to examine the hypotheses. Reliability measurement is used to see whether the questionnaire to be used is reliable or not so that it is feasible to be used as a research questionnaire. The measurement of the reliability of this questionnaire uses the Cronbach's Alpha method. Validity test is used to find out whether the attributes of the questionnaire are able to describe what consumers want. Measurement of validity using the composite reliability method. Final model shown in figure 2:

![Figure 2. Bootstrapping Model](https://dinastirev.org/JIMT)

Hypothesis 1.a predicts the effect of experiential shopping on selfie marketing customer of modern food stalls in Jambi Province. The results show that there is a positive relationship between experiential shopping on selfie marketing and its effect is significant (t statistic = 1.923 and p-value = 0.00). Next, it is said that the hypothesis 1.a is proven. People tend to memorize every single memorable experience by capture or take a selfie photograph. Store atmosphere of the modern food stalls is the main reason for people to take picture. This asserts that customer need to have unique, memorable, engaging and personal experiences in the modern food stalls. People who share selfies on their social median such as : Instagram, Facebook or Tweeter may be attempting to express themselves differently based on the experience they had got. Experiences result from stimulations and lead to pleasurable outcomes, and consumers want to repeat these experiences. Berg (2017) stated that the habit of sharing selfie on social media seems to reinforce marketers’ commercial messages and contributes to commercial pressure.

Hypothesis 1.b predicts that the dominant experiential shopping variable influencing the selfie marketing variable is store decor with a score of 6,259. The customer mind-set is everything that exist in the minds of customers with respect to a brand; thoughts, feelings, experiences, images, perceptions, beliefs, attitudes and so on. When consumers search for,
shop for, and consume brands, they are exposed to utilitarian product attributes. However, they are also exposed to various specific brand-related stimuli, such as brand-identifying color. Rodrigues (2017) stated that the Store décor can influence the response of customers' emotions in two ways, namely giving pleasure and arousal. The response strongly influences the behavior of consumers. The impressive store décor will attract the attention of visitors to self-portraits, which are then spread through social media with the help of internet technology.

Hypothesis 2 predicts that selfie marketing variables have a significant effect on consumer loyalty. The results show that there is a positive but not significant relationship (t statistic = 0.324 and p-value = 0.746). Thus hypothesis 2 is not proven. According to Ward (2014), self-behavior is able to campaign for something through social media especially if marketing tools cannot be used but this selfie behavior must be done and planned well. Selfie can be a good marketing tool if done properly and real. Three main reasons for running a selfie as a marketing tool include a contest, attachment, and human interest. However, if a person's tendency to self is more to the feeling of self-narcissism, it cannot be a store modern promotion tool so that it has no effect on consumer loyalty. Furthermore brand experiences do not occur only after consumption; they occur whenever there is a direct or indirect interaction with the brand. A brand experience does not need to be surprising; it can be both expected and unexpected (Sahin et al, 2011)

Hypothesis 3.a predicts that experiential shopping and selfie marketing affect consumer loyalty. The results show that there is a positive relationship between the two variables on consumer loyalty (t statistic experiential shopping = 0.827; p value = 0.409 and t statistical selfie marketing = 0.324; p-value = 0.746). Thus the hypothesis 3.a is proven. Experience should affect not only past-directed satisfaction judgments but also future directed consumer loyalty. Consumers should be more likely to come and buy a brand again and recommend it to others and less likely to visit an alternate place or brand. According to Donovan and Rossiter in Rodrigues (2017) several approaches of consumers to store decor as one of the experiential shopping indicators include : (1) the initial process of approaching or rejecting a place, (2) the process of consumers looking for and exploring the existence of a place, (3) the process of reaction between consumers and employees the place and (4) repurchase and buy in large quantities. According to Pine and Gilmore (1999) experiences have an economic value. They also found a significant correlation between experiential value and customer satisfaction. Various other studies have investigated experiential value and found a positive effect of customer experience on desired customer behaviors (satisfaction, loyalty and recommendation) (Bilghihan et al., 2013; Cetin et al, 2014).

KESIMPULAN

Experiential shopping has a significant effect on selfie marketing on the consumer of modern food since consumer tend to take picture of themselves when they fell comfortable of the atmosphere of the place. The dominant experiential shopping variables that influence the selfie marketing variables are store decor. Experiential shopping and selfie marketing affect consumer loyalty but not significant and experiential shopping have a greater influence on consumer loyalty compared to selfie marketing.
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